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For every n 2 9 a group G, is constructed so that its n th Lie dimension subgroup 
contains properly its nth lower central subgroup, settling negatively the Lie 
dimension subgroup conjecture. The question remains open for n = 7 and 8. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let d(G) be the augmentation ideal of an integral group ring ZG. 
Define the Lie powers d(‘)(G) of d(G) inductively by d”‘(G)=d(G), 
A(” + ‘j(G) = (d@)(G), A( G))ZG, the ideal generated by the Lie products 
(x, y)=xy-yx, x~d’“‘(G), YEA(G). Let y,(G) be the nth term of the 
lower central series of G. Denote by D,(G) and D,,,(G) the nth dimension 
subgroup and the nth Lie dimension subgroup respectively of G, namely, 
D,(G) = G n (1 + d”(G)), D,,,(G) = G n (1 + d’“‘(G)). 
Denoting by [x, ~1 the group commutator xP ‘y ~ ixy, we have 
[x,y]-1=x -‘y-‘(xy-yx) 
=x-‘y-‘[(x- l)(y- 1) 
=x -‘y-‘(x- 1, y- 1). 
It follows by induction that 
?/n(G) c D(,)(G) c D,z( 
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G). 
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The dimension subgroup conjecture, D,(G) = y,(G), was disproved for 
n = 4 by means of an example by Rips [7]. N. Gupta [2] has recently 
produced a metabelian 2-group % (depending on n) such that 
D,(g) # y,(g) for all n > 4. The dimension subgroup conjecture is however 
known to be true for n < 3 and for n = 4 if G is of odd order (see [ 1, 51). 
The Lie dimension subgroup conjecture refers to the equality 
D,,,(G) = y,(G). This is known to be true for n < 6 and for metabelian 
groups [S]. We disprove the conjecture for all n 3 9 by constructing an 
example which is a modification of the Gupta group. The question remains 
open for n = 7 and 8. 
In view of our example one might expect that y,(G) is the group 
associated with the restricted Lie powers of d(G). These Lie powers are 
defined inductively, 
AC”(G) = A(G) 3 ACm+ “(G) = (A[“‘(G), A(G)), 
the additive group generated by the Lie products. Then it is a nontrivial 
result of Gupta and Levin [3] that 
D, n ,(G) = G n (1 + A[“‘(G)ZG) 
contains y,JG). Thus y,(G) c DC,,(G) c D(,)(G) z D,(G) for all n. We point 
out in Section 5 by means of an example G that for n > 14, 
&z,(G) Z ~n(Gl. 
We construct our group G in the next section. For the definition and 
properties of basic commutators we refer to [4]. Recall that a simple basic 
commutator is one of the form [x,,, xi>, . . . . xi,] with iI > i, 6 i3 < . . . < i,. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF G 
Let F be a free group generated by a set of generators Y. Let n be an 
integer 3 9. Define t = (n - 3)/2 if n is odd and t = (n - 4)/2 if n is even. Let 
a, b, c be distinct simple basic commutators of weight t and assume 
a > b > c. Let r be a simple basic commutator of weight 2 when n is odd 
and of weight 3 when n is even. Assume that there is at least one symbol 
in each of a, b, c, r which is not in the others. When n = 10 and t = 3 
assume r < c in the ordering of the basic commutators of weight 3. A more 
precise specification of these basic commutators will be given in Section 3. 
Letp=n-t-l. Define 
xl = [a, rl, Y, = Cb, rl, zI = Cc, rl 
x2 = [a, r, al, Y, = Cb, r, 61, z2 = [c, r, c]. 
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Then x1, yl, zr are basic commutators of weight p and x2, y,, z2 are basic 
commutators of weight (n - 1). We construct G = F/R in a number of 
stages. Write ys = y,(F). Set 
w= { CG 61, Ch cl, cc, al, Xl, Y,,  ZI 3 x2, Y,,  z2). 
Define 
RI = Y,. (1) 
Then the elements in W generate a free abelian group modulo yn. Let 
H= ([a, 6, x], [b, c, x], [a, c, x] : XE F)F. Set 
R2=yn.H. (2) 
Each element in H is of weight 3 (2t + 1) and contains the symbols from 
two of {a, b, c}. Hence each element of H may be written as a product of 
basic commutators each of weight 3 (2t + 1) and containing the symbols of 
two of {a, b, c}. Thus in F/R, the elements of W generate a free abelian 
group. 
Let w, = [a”@), r], w2 = [bac4), r], w3 = [cac2), r], where a(k) = 2k. Define 
R, = (WI, ~2, ~3)‘. R2. (3) 
Recalling the notation 
we have the 
LEMMA 1. g [x, y], [x, 2~1, . . . . [x, sy] commute then 
[x, y”] = [x, y-y [x, 2y](3.. . [x, sy]. 
Proof: Induction on s. m 
A direct consequence is the 
LEMMA 2. In F/R,, [a, r, a’] = [a, r, ulS= [us, r, a]. 
In FIR, we have: 
LEMMA 3. (i) The order of x2 is a(6), of y, is a(4), and of z2 is a(2). 
(ii) x1 ~46) = xd5). 2 
) y;‘4’=y;‘3’; zo;(2) = ,qC’,. 
(iii) The order of x1 is a(7), of y, is a(5), and of z, is a(3). 
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Proof: We give the proof for x2 and xi. The other cases are similar. By 
Lemma 2, ~0;~~) = [a, r, aaC6)] = [uaC6), r, a] = 1 mod R,. We now show that 
xO;(~) & 1 mod R,. If x$‘) E R, then x$‘) E w  mod y,, with w  E (wi )F. Also, 
WEw”,IT[w,, yp mod yn with yip F. (*I 
By Lemma 1, 
w1 = [a, rluc6) [a, r, a] (%Y mod yn. 
Since x2 E yn _ I this implies that s = 0 in (*). Further, by Lemma 1, 
[w,, yi] = [[a, ry@), yi] = [a, r, yilac6) mod yn. 
It follows from (*) that x;(~) is congruent mod yn to a product of basic 
commutators each to the power 46) which is impossible as x2 is a basic 
commutator. 
(ii) By Lemma 2, 
xo;(6) = [u, r]@3) E [&6), r] [u, r, u] -(“:6’) 
= [u, r, u] -z(5)(d6)- 1) mod R3 
s [a, r, ala(‘) (as x2 - ), ~(6) = 1 
=x z(5) 2 
(iii) That the order of x1 is 47) follows from (i) and (ii). i 
Let w,=~;‘yO;(~); w,=y;‘x;(*); w6= [a, b]--a(4)~;(2); w,= [b, C] -ark;; 
w8 = [c, u]~(*)x$‘). Define 
R4 = (W,, Ws, W6r w7, ~8)~. Rj. (4) 
Note that [R4, F] E R,. This is because [wi, x] E R3 for XE F, i= 4 to 8. 
LEMMA 4. The order of [a, b] in F/R4 is a(8). 
Proof: This follows because W generates a free abelian group in F/R, 
and the order of x2 in F/R3 is 46). Observe that [a, b], [b, c], [c, a] 
generate a free abelian group in F/R,. 1 
Let wg = a-~(6)y;(2)~~(1); w,~=~-~(~)x;M~)Z,; and WI1 =C-~C2)X;~(l)y;ls 
Define 
R= (w,, ~10, w,,)~.R~. (5) 
Let G = F/R. This completes the construction of G. 
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3. ORDER OF [a,b] 
The purpose of this section is to show that the order of [a, b] in G is 
precisely @3). Set W= {x1, x2, yI, Y,, z1,z2, [a, 61, Ch cl, Cc, aI> and 
T= {a, b, c, r}. Modulo y,, the relators (2), (3), and (4) are all relations 
between elements of W (e.g., 
Ca a(6’, r] - [a, rlac6’ [a, r, a](my’)). 
We are interested in relations modulo yn involving elements of W which are 
deducible from relators (5). We claim that these are already deducible from 
relators (2), (3), and (4). Then it will follow from Lemma 4 that the order 
of [a, b] in F/R is a(8). We may factor out any commutator y for which 
y and [y, x], x E F when written as a product of basic commutators 
modulo y, does not involve an element of W. 
We now specify more precisely the elements a, b, c, and r. Let F be free 
on a2, 4, b,, c2, r2 with the ordering a, < r2 < c2 < b, < a2. Define 
a= [a,, (I- l)a,l, b= IL&, (t-lb,], c= cc,, (t- lb,1 
and 
r=[r2,a,]ifnisoddand=[r2,a,,a,]ifniseven. 
Assume also that r is the smallest basic commutator of its weight. The con- 
sequences of any commutator involving more than one occurrence of r2 
will also involve r2 more than once. The elements of W involve r2 once only 
and hence we can assume that any commutator involving r2 more than 
once is one. 
LEMMA 5. [y, y, y, . ..y.]= IT[y, y;,, yi2,..., yJ with il <i, < ... --c i,. 
ProoJ: By a standard commutator identity 
CY, Yl Y2 ..,Ynl= CYT Y2...YnlCY, Y,lCY> Yl, Yz...Ynl. 
Applying induction to [y, y, . . . yn] and [[y, y,], y,. . y,] we obtain the 
result. 1 
Going mod y, + 1 it is easily seen that we have only to concentrate on 
consequences of the form [w, x], w  = wg, w,~, wr,, XE F. Consider conse- 
quences of the word w  = w9 = u-*(~)~~(~‘z~(‘) involving elements from W 
modulo y,,. Then for y E F, 
[w, y] = [a-m(6’y:(2’z;(“, y] 
= [a-E(6’, y][yyC2’, y][zy”‘, y] mod yn. 
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For any y E F, y = fl”;‘fl”;’ . . . j?y’ modulo ynP f, where pi are basic com- 
mutators with p, < p2 < ... <PI. Hence by Lemma 5, all commutators 
[w, y] are a product modulo Y,, of elements of the form 
Ca-a(6), B1, A, . . . . B.JCY”i”‘, BIT B2, . . . . 8,1b~“), PI, 82, . . . . B.J (a*) 
with /Ii basic commutators satisfying p1 < /I2 < . . . < /Ix and their inverses. 
(Note that the negative cri can be eliminated using [y, x-l] ~’ = 
CY, XICY, x9 x-l]). 
Define constituents of a basic commutator as follows. The constituents of 
a generator of F is the null set. Suppose c is a basic commutator with 
c = [1, q] and the constituents of 1 and q have been defined inductively. 
Then the constituents of c are f, q and the constituents of f and q. 
Also if c is a basic commutator and c = [I, q] we term I the first compo- 
nent of c and q the second component of c. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose [I, q] is a basic commutator. Suppose the second 
components of I and q are <y. Then [l, q, y] is a product module y,,, of basic 
commutators in which 1 and q are constituents where m = 2 weight I+ 
weight q + weight y. 
Proof: If q < y then [/, q, y] is a basic commutator. Otherwise, suppose 
q > y. Then 
[I1 q yl = [I; q, yl[‘,-Y’C’,~’ [I, q; I, YIC~, 4; 4, Yl[“” c4 y; q, YICI, y, ql[q3yI 3 > 
= cc q, y1ct 4; q, YICL y; 4, YlC4 Y, qlCL y, 4; 4, VI mod y,. 
All commutators, on the right are basic and each involves I and q as 
constituents. This proves the lemma. 
Now, we return to (**). We note that [a, /Ii, . . . . bs] is always a basic 
commutator or the inverse of one when s = 1 and /I1 > a. Consider then 
[yl, pi] = [b, r, /?i] and [z,, PI] = [c, r, PI]. When r 8 fl, these are basic. 
Otherwise suppose r > p1 and consider 
[b, r, PI] = [b; r, j?l]Cb,B1lCb,rl [b, r; b, b,][b, r; r, /31]Cb,B11 
x Cb,81;r,B11Cb,p,,rlCr,B11 
Now by Lemma 6, [b, r, /?, , . . . . /Is] is congruent to a product with either 
[r, fll] or [b, fill as a constituent. Note that weight of 8, d weight of r. 
Similarly r < B1 or else [z, , /II, . . . . fl,] is congruent to a product with 
either [z, /Ii] or [c, /Ii] as a constituent. Also note that when pi <r then 
[aem@), PI, . . . . PSI is congruent to a product of basic commutators none 
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contained in W. Thus the consequences of w  involving elements of W are 
deducible from 
[u-m(6’, p,, . ..) B,l by’*), PI 2 . . . . B,lCP, BI > ...? B,l, 
where r 6 j?r. Ifs > 2, the basic commutators produced are not in W. So we 
need only consider the case p1 E T. We work modulo basic commutators 
not in W. 
(i) Suppose /I, = a then [u-‘(~), a] [y”;“), a] [z4”‘, a] - 1. 
(ii) Suppose p1 = b then 
[a- @‘), bl Cy Tc2), b] [z;“‘, b] 
5 [a, b] -Orc6) [b, r, b-JaC2’ E [a, b] -a(6) ~2’~’ 
_ ([a, b] 44) y2)=(2) = ([a, b] -a)X;(*)W; l)@) 
= (wewy y. 
(iii) Suppose B1 = c then 
[a -+), c] [ y;‘*‘, c] [zo;(“, c] = [a, c] -r(6’Z;(‘) 
E ( Ca, c] -mz2)Lw = ( Cu, c] -a(5) y;(2)w,l)w 
= (Ca, c] -a(5)X;(4)W5Wql)~(1)= (w,‘l’3)w5wql)~(l)~ 
(iv) Finally, let a1 =r then [u-“(~), r][yy’*‘, r][zT”‘, r] 3 (w,)- a 461 . 
It follows similarly that the consequences of wr,, and wr, modulo yn 
involving elements of W are all deducible from relators (2), (3), and (4). 
This concludes the proof that the order of [a, b] in F/R is ~$8). 
We need one more lemma. Recall that p = (n - t - 1). 
LEMMA 7. (i) ba(‘kaC6) E y;(6) . ynp, . R. 
(ii) ue7)c-=(5) E $4’ .ynpl.R. 
(iii) u=(6)b=(5) E y;@’ . Yn _ , R. 
Proof (i) Let 
z (x;“(2)zl)11(3) (x,“w y;l)*‘4’ (mod R) (by relators (5)) 
3X --oru)zcr(3)x-aG) --ar(4) 1 1 1 Yl (mod R) 
3X -46) 1 Yl --or(4)za(3) 1 (mod R) 
-1 = mod(y,-, . R) (by Lemma 3). 
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(ii) Let 
&7) C -a(5) = a~(6b(l)C-a(2b~3) 
=(Y y)zy9a(l) (xy y,)a(3) (mod R) (by relators (5)) 
E 1 
(ii) Let 
aa(6)b”(5)=aa(6)ba(4)~(l) 
E y~(2)2~(1)(Xla(2)2,)CL(I) 
EX --or(3) *Wzr(2) I YI  I 
= (x;zu) y1)1’2’ 
E 1 
(mod R) 
(mod yn _, . R) (by Lemma 3) 
(mod yiC4) . yn ~, . R). 
(mod R) (by relators (5)) 
(mod R) 
(mod y,-, . R) (by Lemma 3) 
(mod(y,)“‘2’ . yn ~ I . R). 1 
4. CALCULATIONS IN THE GROUP RING 
Recall that d(F) is the augmentation ideal of HF and d(F, R) is the ideal 
HF(R - 1). We show that there exists a word gE F such that g= [a, blaC7’ 
mod R and g - 1 z 0 mod(dF)‘“’ + A( F, R). Since we already know that 
[a, blaC7’ # 1 mod R it follows that for g, the image of g in F/R = G, we 
have 1 # SE y,(G). Therefore, DC,,,(G) #y,(G). We shall use throughout the 
well known identity (see [6]) 
LEMMA 8. (a) a(3)(c- 1) anda(5)(b- 1) belong to (LIF)(~)+LI(F, R). 
(b) Modufo (dF)‘“‘+d(F, R) we have 
(i) a(6)(c- l)(u- 1)~ (c- l)(u*@)- 1) 
(ii) a(6)(u- l)(c- 1)~ (a- 1)(cXC6)- 1) 
(iii) a(7)(b - l)(u - 1) = (b - l)(a”(‘) - 1) 
(iv) a(7)(u-1)(b-1)~(a-l)(ba~7)-1) 
(v) a(5)(b- l)(c- l)=(b- l)(~*‘~‘- 1) 
(vi) cr(5)(c-l)(b-l)~(~-l)(b”~~)-l). 
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Proof: (a) Let 
c1(3’- 1 =n(3)(c- l)+ mod(M)@ + d(F R) 3 
=a(3)(c- 1)+7(F- l)(c- 1). 
Since c’(*’ EY,(F) it follows that the second term on the right side and 
the left hand side term both belong to (dF)@‘. It follows that 
cr(3)(c - 1) E (dF)‘P’+ d(F, R). The second part is similar. 
(b) we prove (i) the remaining congruences follow similarly. 
cr(6)(c- l)(a- 1)~ (c- l)[(u*(@- l)+k,cc(5)(a- l)* 
+ k2a(4)(u - 1 J31, k,eZ 
SE (c - 1 )(&’ - i)+k,a(5)(c- l)(u- 1)2 
+k,a(4)(c- l)(u- 1)3 
3 (c- l)(&- 1) by (a). I 
Consider the element g = [a, blEc7’ [a, ~]‘(~‘[b, c]‘(~’ in F. 
LEMMA 9. g = [a, b]“‘7’ mod R. 
Proof: By relators (4), [a, clac2’ 3 x;(i) and thus [a, c]‘(~’ = x$“. Also, 
[b, c]~(~‘s x;c5’. Therefore, [a, clac6’ [b, c]‘(~’ z xzc6’ = 1 by Lemma 3(i). 
Hence g E [a, f~]“‘~’ as claimed. 
LEMMA 10. g- 1 E (dF)(“‘+ d(F, R). 
Proof: We work modulo (dF)(“’ + d(F, R). Using the identity 
xy-1=(x-1)+(y-1)+(x-l)(y-1) 
and the fact that [a, b]OL(“, [a, clrc6’, [b, cla(” belong to y,-,(F) we see 
that 
(g-l)r([u,b]~‘7’-1)+([u,C]~(6’-1)+([b,C]~(~’-1). 
We now show that 
[a, blaC7’ -1=cr(7)((u-l)(b-l)-(b-l)(u-1) 
[a, Cp’ - l=c((6)((u-l)(c-I)-(c-l)(u-1)) 
[b, ~1”‘~ - lzu(5)((b-l)(c-1)-(c-1)(6-1)). 
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We have [a, b]“(” -1=a(7)([a,b]-l)and 
[a,b]-1=(a~‘b~‘-l){(a-l)(b-1)-(b-l)(a-1)} 
+ {(u- l)(b- l)-(b- l)(u- 1)). 
We need to show that a(7)(u-‘b-l- l)((u-l)(b- l)-(h- l)(u- 1)} ~0. 
This follows from part (a) of Lemma 8. We have proved the first of the 
three congruences. The other two follow similarly. Hence 
(g-l)=cr(7){(u- l)(b- l)-(Y- l)(u- 1)} 
+a(6){(u- l)(c- l)-(c- l)(u- l)> 
+@){(b- l)(c- l)-(c- l)(b- 1)} 
E (a - l)(b”“’ -l)-(&l)(u”‘7’-1) 
+ (a - 1 )( coL@) - l)- (c- l)(u”@- 1) 
+ (b- l)(F)- l)- (c- l)(h@- 1) (by Lemma 8) 
= (a - l)(ba(‘)p@)- 1) _ (b _ l)(ua(7)C-“(5) - 1) 
-(c- l)(u aW)y(5) _ 1) (by relators (5)) 
~(u-l)(d~‘6’-1)-(&l)(d~(‘+)-1)-(C-l)(d~(2)-1) 
from Lemma 7 with d,, db, d,. E y,(F), 
=a(6)(u- l)(d,- 1)-cr(4)(b- l)(db- 1) 
-a(2)(c- l)(d,- 1) 
E (a a(6)- l)(d,- l)-(bXC4’- l)(db- 1) 
_ (cm - l)(d,.- l)=O (by relators (5)). 
5. RESTRICTED LIE DIMENSION SUBGROUPS 
To show that for n B 14 there exists a group G such that 
y,(G) # (DC,,(G)), we proceed as follows. 
Let n > 14 and t = (n - 5)/2 if n is odd and t = (n - 4)/2 if n is even. Let 
a, b, c be distinct simple basic commutators of weight t with a > b > c. Let 
r be a simple basic commutator of weight 3 when n is even and of weight 
4 when n is odd. Assume there is one symbol in each of a, b, c, r which is 
not in the others. We define x1, y,, zr, x2, y,, z2 as before and construct 
G in a similar manner. The element g is given before and an analysis of 
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Lemma 10 shows that g- 1 E (dF)[“l+d(PR). This uses the result 
(see C31) 
(&Jp . (dF)[‘l E (dq[k+l--21. 
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